NeueHouse
LOS ANGELES
DesignAgency craft the interiors of LA’s oldest
landmarked building, creating a new destination
for a forward-thinking hospitality group.
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A

s architectural gems go, the Bradbury Building in

with hospitality, creativity and programming. Now under

downtown Los Angeles is up there with the best

the leadership of CEO Josh Wyatt, the focus is on expansion,

of them, its soaring sky-lit atrium, grand marble

with Bradbury marking the third outpost following a US$30

staircases, decorative ironwork and birdcage elevators
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million cash injection.

something of a marvel. It’s a relief then to see that the

For the interiors, Wyatt once again turned to DesignAgency,

landmark has fallen into the hands of those who recognise

having worked closely with the team on the Generator brand

the importance of preservation, and know just when to step

of hostels. The beauty in DesignAgency’s scheme at Bradbury

back and let the historic features do the talking.

is their lightness of touch and sensitivity to the existing

Commissioned by gold-mining millionaire and real estate

architecture, with furniture and lighting complementing

developer Lewis Bradbury, the building was constructed in

the historic features. “It was a real privilege for us to work

1893 by junior draftsman George Wyman to the original

with such an iconic American building and this gave us a

design of architect Sumner Hunt. It was used primarily as

great starting point,” explains Anwar Mekhayech, Founding

office space, but over the years fell into disrepair, prompting

Partner at DesignAgency. “In response to its rich visual

local developer Ira Yelling to step in and embark on a major

history and bold character, we decided to add a new layer that

restoration project. That was in the 1990s, and the scheme

is modern and fresh, with soft and graceful flourishes. The

has since become a catalyst for the redevelopment of the

result is an elegant workspace with a soft palette and ethereal

entire neighbourhood.

vibe that is ideally suited to the creative professional.”

Part of Goodwin Gaw’s Downtown Properties since 2003,

Spanning 25,000ft2, the house includes a communal

the Bradbury Building comprises five storeys of commercial

gallery and atelier workspace, a wellness room, meeting

office space, with its newest tenant bringing a fresh approach

rooms and several plug-and-play studios for dedicated

to co-working. Taking over the second floor, NeueHouse

businesses. Original features such as tall oak-framed

– the private workspace group with a focus on culture

windows, exposed ceiling joists and no less than 20 brick

and community – has been making an impression since it

fireplaces are accompanied by Versailles parquet flooring,

landed in New York in 2013. Catering to creative companies,

linen drapery and curvilinear furniture custom-made by

leaders and entrepreneurs, the model combines workspace

Orior. Design classics such as the walnut Eames stool sit
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alongside contemporary pieces by Patricia

a wellness room for meditation and recalibration

Urquiola and Jaime Hayon, while vintage objects

focuses on sleep and mental health, plus

and a collection of books curated by Taschen are

members can benefit from partnerships with

displayed on bespoke brass shelving. Ergonomic

nearby hotels.

chairs, tasklights and hidden compartments

Such an approach – in which hospitality brings

with USB and power outlets for each user

together any combination of accommodation,

feature in the workspaces, along with plenty of

food and beverage, retail and workspace – is

foliage, known to be conducive to productivity

certainly making its mark on the industry, both

and concentration.

in the US as well as Europe and Asia.

There’s individual phone booths for private

While there’s not yet talk of a global

calls as well as communal tables and multi-

expansion for NeueHouse, Wyatt has his work

purpose lounge areas positioned around the

cut-out in growing the concept across North

mezzanine, making for versatile zones that

America. Properties in Miami and Venice Beach

can be used for the conversations and cultural

have already been announced and there’s plans

experiences that play a central role in the

for outposts in San Francisco, Washington DC,

concept. Social spaces include a day-to-night

Austin and Portland, amongst others.

café bar, where materials such as marble, oak,

In an age in which consumers welcome

walnut and brass complement the exposed

integrated facilities and crave community-

brickwork. Natural light floods the interiors

based experiences in every aspect of their lives,

through the day, then come dusk, subdued

hybrids could well be the future.

lighting from a series of frosted globe pendants
by Lee Broom creates a more intimate ambiance.
And while guestrooms aren’t part of the offer,
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EXPRESS CHECK-OUT
Owner: Downtown Properties
Operator: NeueHouse
Interior Design: DesignAgency
Landscaping: Lily Kwong Studio
www.neuehouse.com
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